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Abstract
Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) is an advanced style and subcategory of a Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET), the main objective
of VANET's is to create an Intelligent Transport System (ITS), to reduce traffic congestion, accidents or assistance as gates to other
networks such as the Internet. VANET is responsible for the communication between moving vehicles in a certain environment. A
vehicle can communicate with another vehicle directly which is termed Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communication, or a vehicle ca n
communicate to an infrastructure such as a Road Side Unit (RSU), identified as Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I). VANET networks have
now been established as reliable networks used by vehicles for communication on highways or urban environments. The goal of VANET
is to help a group of vehicles to establish and maintain a network of communications between them without using any central base
station. Along with benefits, there are a large number of challenges facing VANET. In this research, we present a comprehensive review
of the challenges facing these networks with some of the proposed solutions, Researchers will gain best understand of VANETs
challenges and research trends from the study.
Keywords: VANET, MANET, ITS, V2V, V2I.

1. Introduction
Currently, public and private vehicles are used daily intensively
by people. The problem is that the number of deaths from road
accidents has increased with increasing use of private transport.
Data transfer in the VANET is done through wireless
communication using IEEE 802.11p standard. Two models for
communication: V2V model; that communicate with other
vehicles directly or to connect to RSU equipment, referred to as
V2I model [1-4]. Communication models allow sharing different
types of information between vehicles, i.e. information of safety
application for preventing accidents, an investigation after an
accident or traffic deviation. Other types of information are the
non-safety application such as passenger information, Purpose of
sharing information is to offer a safety message to inform drivers
of risks predictable in order to avoid accidents and save the life, or
to offer enjoyable trips [4-8]. The main contributions of this paper
are the introduction of the latest technology in VANET
technology. A detailed study of network architecture with
different topologies and network modeling is presented in this
paper. The main design area in the VANET in order to correctly
configure a communications network is to route packets
effectively. The paper discusses VANET's Vantage Guidance
algorithms and displays the limitations of these algorithms.
Security and privacy issues are also addressed in the VANET
environment in the paper so that the trustworthy network structure
can be designed. The paper also discusses some key research areas
and challenges such as congestion control, prioritization of data,
overlapping across layers, and reliability. The Rest of the paper
structured as follows: Section II, represents the Applications of
VANET. Section III presents the Vehicular network challenges.
Section IV describes Vehicular network solutions, Section V

provides of the Decisions and future work. Finally, section VI,
some of conclusions of the paper.

2. Applications of VANETs
1) Safe road applications:
VANET is mostlyused to reduce the road accidents which resulted
inpassenger's loss of life. These applications offer info and support
the drivers by sharing information (position, intersection position,
distance and speed) between vehicles and RSU for avoiding
collisions with other vehicles. Using Exchanging information to
detect hazardous locations. Some models of applications are given
below [9-12], as shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1: VANET Applications

Intersection accident: Collision risk that came in intersections
sensed through vehicles or RSUs.
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Lane alteration support: Side impact danger of vehicles that
changing path is reduced with an unseeing area.
Overtaking vehicle: The risk of third-party exposure to prevent
collisions between vehicles in a bypass mode, where a single
vehicle, for example a vehicle1 ready to overtake a vehicle 3,
whereas additional, vehicle 2 already achieve passing operation on
vehicle 3. Crash between 1 and 2 is prohibited when 2 notifies 1 to
stay its passing process.
Emergency vehicle: A dynamic emergency vehicle, i.e., a police
vehicle, ambulance, can inform adjacent vehicles to empty or
leave the required emergency lane. Such useful messages can be
replayed by other vehicles or RSUs.
Driving on Wrong way:A car found to be driving in the wrong
way, for example, a prohibited address, denotes to this state to
other vehicles and RSUs.
Trafﬁc condition:Any rapid transit development detected by
vehicles, learns others (vehicles and RSUs about the state).
Signal violation: RSU detect a violation. Information transmitted
through a RSUs to all neighborhood.
Collision risk: RSU detects any collision between vehicles that
don’t have facility to interconnect. RSU broadcast information
towards all cars in neighborhood.
2) Management of efﬁcient Trafﬁc applications:
These applications concentrate on improving trafﬁc ﬂow for the
vehicles, speed management and offer maps update. Some models
of applications are in [8-9].
 Management of Speed: the Goal to support the driver to
manage speeding and to prevent unnecessary stopping.
Controlling speed limit notiﬁcation.
 Collaboration navigation: This type used to increase efﬁciency
of trafﬁc by managing vehicles steering over the support between
V2V and RSUs. Trafﬁc Information and route, are two case of this
type.
3) Information and Entertainment Applications:
a) Locally Cooperative services: This type concentrate on
information obtained from locally services such as media
downloading and e commerce [9], [10], and [13].
b) Globally Cooperative services: It concentrate on information
obtained from global services such as Internet, which include
ﬁnancial facilities, parking management, which concentration on
data updates [9], [10], and [13].
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validate information integrity in order to the protection of a
network from intrusions and impersonation security threats [16].
Cryptosystems is useful in this application but the central
difficulty is incorporated with the cost that is added by using of a
public key system [17], [44].
D. Privacy, Secrecy, and responsibility: Hosting data from
different vehicles in the network rather from another network
should be trusted in some way by the entity that created the
information. In the same time, privacy is an elementary right that
is must be protected, via laws. Privacy can be given by secrecy
vehicle identifications. Principal objections here is to develop
solution that capable to maintain tradeoff among Privacy, Secrecy,
and responsibility while network should confess transferred
information and references to specific governments.
E. Localization Security: Is a flexible and reliable denial of
service (DoS) tool allied to vehicle network protection against
attackers who want to knowingly retrieve location.
F. Delay constraints: Time and place are usually essential in the
process of transmitting data packets by VANETs applications; the
Main task in planning VANET protocols is to offer an appropriate
performance of delay under the restrictions of speeds, changeable
connectivity, and topological variations. The network has smallest
delay for data transfer, fewer retransmissions, and long
connectivity time offer specific Quality of Service (QoS)
confirmed to users.
G. Packets congestion control and prioritization: the impact
of the packets carrying traffic information (i.e. efficiency and/or
safety) is greater and faster than others. Most of research
accomplishments have concentrated on how to offer uppermost
importance to emergency kind of data. When an emergency
happens.
H. Cross-layering and Reliability: Due to the wireless
communication nature of network, a route may break abruptly. A
reliable transport service should therefore be provided as far as on
the head ofthe unreliable network. Designinga suitable cross-layer
protocol involvingtransport and routing layer in VANETs is being
beneﬁcial because it boosts applications [12, 14].

3. Vehicular network challenges
Previous section debate some of applications that use V2V, V2I
communication. Applications domain, extend from information
and entertainment application, such as downloading media to
safety applications, like a cooperative awareness of drive assist,
require a variety of requirements for support vehicle network
support techniques. These different requests lead to no of
challenges. Although there is fully research in the VANET
network, there are still many areas to consider. Due to the
changing nature of Vehicular networks and demanding
requirements, there are a number of problems. This paper
discusses some of essential challenges areas as is the case.
However, it should be regarded that the VANET research requests
are not restricted to these fields only. This section describes
challenges difficulties as shown in Fig. 2.
A. Addressing: Some of applications require address linking to
the physical site of the vehicle, making navigation and managing
"geo-addresses" very hard.
B. Risk analysis: is used to detect threats and potential attacks in
VANET communication. Solutions have been proposed to avoid
such attacks, but there are still models of the behavior of the
attackers misplaced.
C. Data Trust and verification: Data trust is more valuable than
the guarantee of nodes that join that data. Trust and verification of
data offer protection means to VANET applications to support and
ensure the information is confidential and the receiver may

Fig. 2: VANET challenges

4. Vehicular Network Solutions
Some solutions to the previous challenges.
A. Addressing: Packets transferred via VANET need specific
address and rout topographies. In [18], packets were typically sent
behind topological preﬁxes and therefore can’t be adjusted to track
topographical routing. In [19] Identify destination addresses from
GPS positioning. Address of GPS could be characterized by using:
Polygons, like a circle radius, any node located in the
geographical area might receiving a message, in [19], [20], Three
keys are capable to integrate physical location in an Internet
scheme that depend on logical processing. These keys are:
i. Application layer key for addressing: by using Domain Name
System (DNS) protocol to locate position. DNS stretched
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databases by using geographic information, DNS contains the
complete directory to access the IP address level of each base
station and its exposure zone represented by a circle. More than
one domain is included where the first domain represents
geographic information, other domain represents states, third
denotes to provinces and last domain represents geographical
organizes. In a similar way geographic address is determined as
classic address, using IP addresses of base stations that covering
specific area. Two options were distinguished. ﬁrst, group of
unicast messages is directed to IP addresses resumed by DNS. IP
address placed in given area match the base station, then base
station sent message to all communicating nodes with it, using
ﬁlter of application layer. Second, all stations situated in
geographic area joined the multicast group temporary for area that
geographically identified in message. Messages that must be sent
to the region on multicast mode using this address [20].
ii. Unicast routing key based GPS: The keys related to the
geographic places are stated in following:
a) Geometric Routing Scheme (GEO) [19]: uses the destination
information of polygonal geographic in GPS header. GEO using a
simulated net, contained of GPS facilities, by applying GPS
positions in routing over layered onto existing IP network.
b) Geographical Positioning Extension for IPv6 (GPIPv6) [21]:
deﬁned for geographical data distribution in IPv6 protocol. It
requires the speciﬁcation of GPIP source and destination, it
encompassed of signing the position of geographically source and
destination.
c) Using unicast preﬁxes to target multicast group members [22]:
Extension to IPv6 architecture is define to permit for unicastpreﬁx based sharing of multicast addresses. Extension can be used
for objective multicast memberships within specific area.
iii. GPS-Multicast Addressing key: this method GPS Multicast
Routing Scheme (GPSM) is uses. Here each fragment (smallest
geographic area) is charted to a multicast address area that can
have a geographic address. Whereas a partition (large area) cover
more than one atom. A partition can represent (state, county,
town), the idea of the protocol is to estimate polygon address of
least partition, which is contained in, and through the use of the
multicast address equal to partition as IP address of this message
[23].
B. Risk analysis in VANETs, It has not been investigated widely
yet. Multiple frequently cited a research about invader abilities in
VANETs [23], it defines the work through German idea [24].
security project used is ﬂexible, permitting to participate earlier
found attacks into deliberate four main attack features:
• Interface Attacks;
• Running the Software on RSUs and OBUs Attacks;
• Vehicles Sensor inputs to different processing units;
• Infrastructure Attacks behindhand contact networks, such as
vehicle trafﬁc, manufacturer's authorities, and certiﬁcation .In[25],
two ways defined to improve security:
 Conduct local tests by comparing information received by data
sensor and evaluating received information from other source of
event;
 Perform authorizations on nodes, especially on RSU.
C. data Trust and verification, ideas of security could be used are
categorized to two ideas (proactive, reactive) [23].
1) Proactive concept: which is considered a best encouraging
candidate for transportation safety applications in VANETs, this
kind is divided into three categories:
 Engaged messages arise in two domains: digitally messages
signed with and without permits. The first is easy to arrange and
usage, while other provides a further secure, but with additional
compound connection. Identical answers established in [24-27].
 The proprietary system design: Design has non generic
protocols, and custom devices. Earlier use of non-generic protocol
to succeed access limits to the nodes that don’t use this protocols.
Later a modified devices uses to accomplish an analogous
objective. Note the keys don’t evade any enemy from damage
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affected, so a goal is to raise a requisite power that the attacker
must exhaust to access to system.
 Tamper resistant devices: until while safeguarding external
contact portion of application, it is improbable to guarantee the
system inside a car is free for generation, for example, needless
cautions of accidents. answer for this problem is using of tamper
resistant devices. Some of examples explained in [28, 30].
2) Reactive security: consist of three approaches that based on
(Anomaly, Signature and Context). They associate received
information with system information from explanations in system
procedure [29] and [31].
 Signature based approach: intrusion discovery by comparing
identified signatures of attacks with network trafﬁc to determine
attacker of the system.
 Anomaly approach: intruder detected compares one derived
from normal process performance by received information. In this
solution we must determine the behavior of the available system
communication [30].
 Context approach: in this approach the information collected
from any vehicles available on area, to create self-governing view
of existing state and environments. When data received by the
vehicle, the parameters compared with related states and situation,
e.g., information estimated and Position with it’s regarding the
state and environments to discover any intruder. Context based
kinds are:
 Veriﬁcation of Position Information purposes to avoid an
invader of acting to be at unreasonable states.
 Time veriﬁcation compares synchronized clock of a vehicle
with provided information from GPS, with the time of messages
that received.
Applications that depend on veriﬁcation solution associates
context of application with an analogous are known to a vehicle.
Examples of Application Context veriﬁcation is in [32-34].
D. Privacy, Secrecy, and responsibility
Privacy and Anonymity: Anonymity must ensure that encrypted
messages do not allow sender identification. Additionally, it is
difficult to connect more than two. Secrecy and adaptive privacy:
privacy is an adaptive concept is presented in [35] and [36]. It's a
good tool that should allow users to specify the privacy they want.
The higher level of privacy necessities generally increases
communication and redundant computing. User may need using a
different level of privacy subject on whether is connecting through
private server or public server. The trust strategies contain,
complete trust in which user trusted in both servers, incomplete
trust, where users trust one server and nothing trust where neither
of these servers users is trusted by users.
E. Responsibility: This challenge is stated in [16], but without
solutions delivered. Most of the secrecy solutions that stated in
[36] could fulfill the responsibility by adjusting the privacy degree
of user.
F. Secure Localization: Numerous keys are proposed [35-39].
Where most vehicles have a GPS in their receiver, which can
record location at every period and offers these information to
another node in network in a reliable way. Many solutions were
suggested in literature. [38] Suggests Tamper-proof GPS system,
each vehicle have tamper-proof GPS receiver, the position can be
registered at all times and provided to new node in network in real
method. The problem is that the availability is restricted in urban
situations, e.g., GPS receiver’s problem on tunnels, bridges.
Moreover, GPS based systems are susceptible to numerous attack,
such as physical attacks, spooﬁng, and blocking. Inspection the
location of the vehicle cooperating with the roadside infrastructure
and utilizing the multi-iteration and the distance limits [38]. Using
Distance hopping to guarantee that the in-between nodes distance
is not greater than precise value. Multi-iteration means similar
process was used in a number of dimensions. One of the processes
that use veriﬁers to create positions is suitable in [39], propose a
solution based on challenge and response that demand veriﬁers.
Nodes are set on private locations deﬁning a suitable distance for
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each veriﬁer. Veriﬁer are set in each circle. It requests from
vehicles to refer hers place. Then, verifiers refer to a
communication link challenge in vehicles. When vehicle receives
the task has to reply through ultrasounds. When a response arrives
at a specified time, it is concluded that the vehicle is within Area
(R). Alternative challenge reply system includes using of logic
response of beacons [40], which comprises consist from acceptor
and rejecter nodes. Acceptor spreading completed region (R),
whereas rejecters form a closed ring rounded receptors. If the
vehicle sends the beacon, the veriﬁer receives a message
determine whether the position of vehicle is satisfactory. If
themessagearrive a rejecter then the vehicle cannot be staying in
region (R). And if it reaches to the others, it confirms to be located
within region (R). In [41, 42] new notion of Position Cheating
Detection System (PCDS) is come in. In this method suitable
sensor was used to sense cheated information of position. Two
sensors classes can be used to verify the position. First,
Autonomous Sensors, The sensor results in the whole confidence
ratings of adjacent vehicles freely. Second, Cooperative devices,
which cooperates with other vehicles nearby the control adjacent
node. In both devices, use network layer provided information.
This leads to no additional infrastructure is required, since only
network vehicles are involved. Plausibility can be used as an
alternative check. Secure Location Veriﬁcation (SLV) and the
answer established for Routing Position Based (RPB) are two
examples of the plausibility checks. In [43], SLV was suggested to
sense and avoid the position attacks performed by distance
bounding. On the other hand, [44] develop a Position Based
Routing (PBR) secure localization solution. PBR provides an
efﬁcient and scalable unicast. Such unicast is retransmitted in
large scale VANETs. Threefeatures are used to construct the PBR,
these are: forwarding, location service and beaconing. When an
emerging vehicle wants to identify the location of another vehicle
which is not found in its built table, location service can be used.
This occurs when the vehicle that generates the message sends a
location query that contains sequence number, hop bound and ID.
The node that receiving a message and not intended to search,
resend site query message. While searched node returns a location
reply message with its timestamp and current location. Originating
node updates location table when it receives the location reply
message. for securing PBR messages, i.e., location reply and
query for location, information of time and location ﬁelds of
packet using as inputs for every received note to pass specific
plausibility checks. The message is discarded when checks fail.
Else, veriﬁcation continues. At First certiﬁcate is validated except
if it was validated in previous. If passes the veriﬁcation then verify
digital signature. If all steps passes, then message is further
processed, else it discarded [46].
G. Delay constraints, this part classified every delay protocol by
taking suitable steps depending on the layers.
1) Application Layer Approach: Delay bounds are necessary at the
standards of the requested layer because it is required to handle
emergency important warning messages. Constantly, broadcasting
these messages inside the artificial zone is being possible. To
combat the transmission problem, the requests are usually
requiring a strong routing mechanism or devices that avoid
repeated re-broadcasts that can slow the spread of messages. In
[47] an emerging vehicular safety application, an examination of
highway cooperative collision avoidance (CCA) protocol was
presented. This protocol is involving a model for drivers to
evaluate the emergency level and suitable caution hint. Always,
Critical posts were broadcast by a directed aware transmitted
scheme with implied salutations. Conclusion of authors, speciﬁc
setting and limitation parameters should planned in an application
mode. For example, CCA messages would be forwarded toward
the affected vehicles directions wherever they are presented. In
[48], a delay control protocol called transmission range was
described. This protocol considered as a fast broadcast in which
the permission is given to the sender to guess the transmission
limitations before transfer the packets. The delay control protocol
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is restricting the amount of messages exchanging in network, so, it
decreases the whole transmission time. In [50] was studied packet
ﬂows to support QoS for multimedia applications (video, data
packets and audio) in VANETS. QoS can be supported by IEEE
802.11e in the MAC layer. This standard assigns a diverse import
value for each packet ﬂow type. Through a detailed experimental
analysis, authors showed that 802.11e is primarily proper for
MANETs and not applicable for VANETs. According to the fact
that the typical may not yield vehicle traffic, link quality, and
multi-hop communication effect into account - which stimulates
the need for cross-layer design among MAC and network layers.
They present a DeReHQ algorithm which transfers packets over
routes with greatest link accuracy, minimum no of hops, and link
delay is within the desired threshold [50].
2) Network Layer Approaches: delay limitations can also be
embedded into in network layer protocols. Design of protocols
with delay characteristics and delay of the warranty is problematic
since the vehicles have high mobility. Other description was a few
location based protocols are exist in D-Greedy & D-MinCost [52],
VADD [53], and PROMPT [54].
3) PROMPT and VADD make delay estimate through the track
choice, D Greedy& D-Min Cost worked on statistical track-info
by using them in routing the packets over the minimum end to
end delay paths. It considers simply those tracks that are within a
limited delay. An important challenge is a delay estimation for
each track before a choice amongst obtainable ones is make.
VADD worked on using the available loaded statistical
information like speed and density of vehicles to estimate the
track delay. PROMPT, used an existent time packet statistics in
the looking for tiniest delay path. Likewise, DeReQ protocol [55]
attempts to achieve its objectives timeliness and reliability through
ﬁnding a path that is most dependable and has delay within a
permissible best bound. Reliability estimation, DeReQ used the
density of traffic road, relevant speeds of vehicle, and trafﬁc ﬂow.
Alongside with location based approaches, they are including
certain topology based protocols using link stability through
approximating the routes lifetime. Mechanism of estimation used
by sender to choice best convenient route to transfer the packets.
The relay points send path request for new route prior to breaking
the current path [55]. These methods have a significant impact on
end-to-end delay by packets.
4) MAC Layer Approaches: The effectiveness of the IEEE
802.11p modification for safety applications, requiring low
latency, real time communication, and reliable was studied in [56].
It experiments that CSMA/CA technique of 802.11p standard does
not assure channel access prior to the limited deadline thus, it
provides poor performance. Authors of [56] suggested a selforganizing time division multiple access (STDMA) method.
STDMA is a distributed system in which every vehicle directs its
specific slot job depending on its location and the neighbor’s
information. The method aids in estimating the channel access
delay, so it will be appropriate for real-time VANETs. Some
researchers have used multiple directional antennas to deliver
packets quickly. For instance, RPB-MAC protocol [57] decreases
the overload of the control message and ensures minimal delay in
channel access through using multiple antennas. A pair of
communicational channels was used allocated with a directional
antenna, all together assigned to a group of vehicles according to
their possessions relative to the source vehicle. Because cars
located in multiple directions relate to the use of multiple
antennas, that caused the channel collisions number to get
reduced. In addition, transmission power was adjusted adaptively
to sustain its neighbor's communication.
5) Physical Layer: In [58] Accident Warning System (IWS)
utilizes straight wireless communication to transmit a range of
packets containing traffic accident reports, text messages, JPEG
images, and so on. Divide applications into three diverse
categories and identification necessities imposed through
applications in each group. These necessities controlled by
applying two dissimilar frequencies. First: long range frequency
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represent channels retention; short-range frequency representing
packets transmissions. Power adaptation is another method that
researchers used to achieve a small delay in the node to node.
Several papers are discuss Transmitting power adaptation, see
e.g., [59], [60] and [61]. Only [62] will be discussed, the vehicle is
able to screen channel environments through computing overhead
ordered statistics and numbers. Vehicle records the delivery of
successful packets sent by adjacent nodes using the same radio
channel that is inside the broadcast and get the distance of the
reception vehicle. By calculating plus identifying packets that had
been positively received, the reception vehicle is able to identify
unsuccessfully the packets plus deciding the status of the
network, i.e., the middling rate plus packets rate that had not
been positively delivered. From above analysis, the recipient node
is similarly able to calculate the least amount of nodes using
similar radio channel. Then the calculated channel circumstances
used to acclimate its broadcast power consequently. The
beaconing adapted tools defined in [63] it did not distinguish
amongst the periodic and occurrence derived messages that
transferred through beingIEEE802.11p control channel. In [64],
another couple adaptations algorithms for transmission's power
were discussed to monitor the beaconing capacity. Emergency
message Dissemination for Vehicular environments (EMDV) and
Distributed Fair Power Adjustments for Vehicular environments
(D-FPAV). The D-FPAV is a divided the control strategies of
transport power that offers operational transportation for
emergency event-driven messages whereas preserving equality
intended for periodic beacon messages. Every node evaluated the
consumption rate of the receiving channel that has been evaluated
since the last beacon was sent. This amount computed from
statistics in connection layer or else through the statistics of the
network layer. Every beacon holds this value. Furthermore, the
node preserves the aimed channel usage ratio. If the receiver
channels usages less than the target value, the conveyed power
will be improved by one. If the usage rate for the receiving
channel is higher, the transmitted power would be reduced by the
same amount. Broadcast power will not be switched while the
amounts are exactly the same. Additionally, D-FPAV protocol lets
you prioritize occasions based messages via periodic messages.
The lowest distribution of power levels for a vehicle is computed
via selecting minimum detected rate for the power allocation
stages between receiving's beacons. EMDV protocol using dispute
approach that supports effective and fast distribution of warnings
inside a physical area supporting D-FPAV. In EMDV, you choose
the basis vehicle which desires to direct a warning (crisis)
message to the convey node as long as probable and having a high
response probability. Upon positive reception, the relay node
resends warning messages. Thus, if receiving a packet failed in the
identified convey node, different vehicles that are receiving the
messages would be considered as a potential convey node. This
node delayed for a specified time, i.e., rebroadcast message only if
no replay is heard rebroadcasts throughout waiting period and
retransmission delay timer. Also, this algorithm is able to
differentiate between periodic and event driven messages.
Research [65], EMDV and D-FPAV used as base protocols.
EMDV improved by, modifying the re-broadcasting waiting timer
when every new receives of desired information that had been rebroadcast. The delay timer was adjusted in a way to result in a
constant geographical allocation of the rebroadcasting conveys.
This would be done by reassessing the delay timer through
considering the distance to nearest motor – cars of relay vehicles.
Those who can re-transmit same information. On the other hand,
the D-FPAV protocol was improved by adapting algorithm in a
technique rather than dealing out with the traditional usage from a
single edge area. Every vehicle wants to operate the usage data
expected beacon from couple edge areas, front plus behind vehicle
lengthwise the route. In this circumstance, a compression would
be between target rate and actual rate. The later computing
computed by linear interpolations of the utilization rate for the
receiving channel and distant beacons in the behind and front
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vehicle. In [66] transmission power was adjusted adaptively to
adjust modifications in neighbors. If no of neighbor’s drops below
threshold, the power will be amplified. Beside, whenever the no
go beyond another threshold, power would be reduced
consequently. A possible obstacle, thresholds are not reﬂecting
diverse trafﬁc circumstances and value of road sections. In [67]
DB-DIPC Suggested techniques for adapting power to vehicle
networks that rely on local information obtained through the
intervallic conversation of beacon messages between neighbors.
In [55] LOADPOW is using information of trafﬁc load routing
procedure to regulate re-transmitting earlier packets and send
them through medium entrance layer. Adapting and distributing
such algorithms is possible. Thus, a need for extra study to
understand influence of adaptation on altered performance
metrics.
H. Prioritization: the data packets during an emergency occurrence
causes the channel usage to be reduced due to vast transmission of
messages. In such cases a simple approach that relies on adapting
a number of protocols, is simply to drop the lowest primacy
packets. Other protocols are trying to offer suitable overcrowding
control tools. Therefore, packets transmission rate for less priority
would be adjusted at lower rate. In [60], Vehicle Collision
Warning Communication (VCWC) is a model of supportive
accident cautionary system that supported by node-to-node
communication. The objectives in providing lower latency
message broadcasting in the preliminary level of alternative event.
Packets blocking problem was handled through a rate variation
scheme that sets altered priority levels for multiple packets
depending on application requirements. When the node holds an
emergency message (backlogged), it signals a busy tone outside
the range that would be sensed by others vehicles placed between
couple hops. Motor cars has delay messages of low priority
comply channel accessibility when full tone sign is detected.
Additionally, bandwidth usage was enhanced by blocking various
warning messages related to same incident. In [68] the channel
congestion control studied in 802.11p standard plus proposed on
packets in CCH (control channel) must be ordered. Protection
messages must require an upper priority than control or
background messages, like a periodic beacon or welcome
messages. It provides mechanisms to control different congestions
by manipulating the MAC queue. Beside, core idea is giving
complete importance (priority) to safety messages by handling
(for example, freezing) MAC queues of the lesser importance, or
dynamically retaining a portion of the bandwidth for high
importance with adaptive quality of service parameters. In [69],
similar systems based on 802.11e standard were suggested toward
offering upper importance to crisis messages. In [70], a control
mechanism pulse had been suggested to deliver main firm for
urgent messages. Depending on that method, when emergency
occasion is detected, vehicles would establish an unsystematic
back off timer whose value according to the situation of
emergency. Once the back off timers is finished, vehicle will start
transferring pulses in control channel, emergency packet is sent to
data channel, just after beginning to sending the pulses. When a
pulse is detected in control channel by the node at one time, it
cancels transmission operation to release both channels. This
operation provides a strict priority to emergency messages.
I. Reliability and cross-layers among layers of conveyance and
the network, some research activities available in the design of
cross-layer protocols that extend among transportation and
network layers. This layered design is driven by support for real –
actual – time plus combination applications that involve node-tonode reliable connection to QoS constraints. Cross-Layered
strategies similarly are helping to avoid congestion. Because of
repeated disturbances in routes, transportation in layer protocols of
MANETs [64], do not apply directly to VANET. One must take
advantage of the info from the network layer to adjust packet
broadcasting in the transportation layer to adjust the dynamic
network topology in VANET networks. First, we deliberate a
number of tasks in the presence of conveyance layer protocols in
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VANETs. Since Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) was
absolute common transportation protocol, we do not discuss TCP
protocol in VANETs. TCP was formerly intended to wire
networks with suitable data transfer capacity. Still, the basic
features of mobile networks like dynamic topology and
changeable wireless transmission were exact dissimilar from
wired networks. Numerous research into the influence of those
characteristics. On TCP actions have shown that they provide a
weak output in vary hop- ad- hoc networks [71]. That week action
is mostly because of the congestion control and traditional ﬂow
technique popularized in TCP. For instance, TCP infers
communication errors as an overcrowding mode so that reduces

the transfer speed. In [56], writers’ dispute that powerful routing
protocols could be castoff to report the TCP difficulties in dealing
with road interruptions in VANET networks. Authors studied the
TCP optimization and geo-routing parameters to deal with highspeed vehicle. In the monitoring network, the high traffic effect is
shown on important TCP plus UDP system parameters like
welcome message interchange rate. Then they offered a schematic
scheme where the duration of the hello rest on the speed of the
vehicle: I = R* K * S, where S is the speed, K is a tunable
parameter, R represents the range of transmission and I is the
interval.

Table 1: VANET challenges and conclusions

Addressing

Risk

data Trust and verification

Three solutions identiﬁed: the most promising but also more complex solution, which offers IP (routing and
address) to dealing with GPS. Whereas several keys have suggested, extra research and consolidation activities are
needed for success.
A small scale research have been done. From these studies, we can conclude that the position forging attack is a
major weakness of the system.
Proactive concept of security has been extensively researched. Further research should be conducted to combat
interfere (tamper) in vehicle (sense redundant accident cautions), desires more researches. Reactive concepts of
security considered in less studies. Further veriﬁcation context effort is needed, since vehicle has ability to achieve
detection by connecting the information received to state and environment parameters with information.

Privacy, Secrecy, and responsibility

Responsibility, privacy widely investigated. However, an open range is adaptive privacy and Secrecy, where the
users are permitted to choice privacy that request to have. Effective responsibility explanations are not delivered.
An important effort in this range is required.

Secure Localize

It considered that the best and most effective solution to DOS attacks is secure localization. It need an extra effort
in the range of tamper proof GPS and using of reasonable checking to evade attacks.

Delay constraints

The major problematic task with designing a better protocol is to afford well delay performance underneath
limitations of extreme speeds of vehicles, fast topological changes, and unreliable connectivity. In this unit, many
methods have been discussed which include delays limitations on several layers. Though, realizing that individuals
replies nodes. Example, rising the variety of transmissions, reduces the amount of hops, this can decrease node to
node transmission delay. But, increasing variety of transmission would cause extra MAC conflict delay. Offering
general system optimization, upcoming answers should focus on multilayered protocols that balance conflicting
issues from different layers in order to reduce node-to-node delays.

Prioritization

More efforts must be made to increase the effectiveness of IEEE 802.11p and 802.11e standards. For example,
protocols across layers that work in more than one layer to offer priorities between multiple pests and different
applications. Moreover, the development of effective schedule methods that assist the communication of packets to
diverse priorities was a major concern for upcoming applications of VANET.

Reliability and cross-layers

Most of the previous work focuses primarily continuously upon methods that required a unicast routing. Because
many applications like safety applications always requires transmission of radio and communications, obviously a
need for different methods that are not build on traditional transportation protocols. It is complicated and perplexes
in case of locating protocols where migration nodes (relay) in such approaches do not retain any information about
the situation. The cross-layered design has a favorable upcoming in delivering operative protocols to exceed
congestion and interconnect problems.

J. Experiment shows that transport rate for equally TCP and UDP is higher when used with the adaptive system. The writers also
advanced a new delivery plan outside the system. VTP [72-74] relies on a location-based directive like PBR [73-75] to deal with
impermanent network segments which disconnect endwise communication plus origin packet damage. The prim approach was to take
advantage of statistical path features of fault and overcrowding controller. VTP avoids pointless reductions in communication rate
according to loss of non-congestion packets like routing faults via loopback from nearest vehicles. The middle nodes calculate the lowest
bandwidth available nearby and re-feed the info to the sender (through piggybacking link). To compute the bandwidth delay the sender
node will use the information that calculated by the intermediate node and use it to regularize the bath quality. VTP offers connection/
crash conditions to handle frequent interruptions. The sender every so often is sending a checking message to send its packets whenever
an immigrant’s node is available.
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5. Conclusions
[3]

The main contributions of this paper are to present state of the art
in VANET technology. This paper presented an overview and
tutorial of various issues in VANET. Various types of research
challenges are highlighted in context of vehicular communication.
Research challenges and areas of interest in vehicular
communication were discussed. Table 1 presented all challenges
discussed in the research and conclusions.

[4]

[5]
[6]

6. Future Work
[7]

Vehicle networks is a assisting technology in supporting many
applications that differ from worldwide Internet facilities besides
applications founded to activate highway safety This research
provides review for the recent major research challenges
associated with vehicle networks, many solutions to solve the
problems were defined. Below a challenges list plus
recommendation for future works:
1) Addressing: The main encouraging, as well as furthermost
complex, is the family of geographic addresses that extend IP
routing plus IP addresses to handle GPS addresses. Whereas many
outcomes have been proposed accompanied with group, further
more to success a need for actions and regulation occurred.
2) Data Trust and verification: Proactive confidence has been
discussed in the emphasis on data and the concept of security
verification on a large scale. On the other hand, interfere solidity
hardware that is in the vehicle to discover preventable accident
cautions, will need extra researches. Concept of interactive
security has been studied on a lesser measure. Further work
needed in context verification, where vehicle is capable of
achieving intrusion discovery system by comparing information
received about parameters related to situation and environment
with available information.
3) Anonymity and privacy: Widely investigated however, the
exposed area is adaptive privacy and anonymity, allowing users to
choose the privacy they wish to receive.
4) Delay constraints: The main challenge in designing the
protocols is to achieve a valuable enhancement in the delay under
high vehicle speed limitations, rapid topological changes, and
unreliable communication. This type of challenge, we discussed
many ways involving delay limitations in different layers. To
provide total system optimization, the future subjected solutions
should constraint on multilayered protocols that equilibrium of
inconsistent issues from different layers in order to reduce end-toend delays.
5) Prioritization: New researches such as 802.11e and IEEE
802.11p provided packets instructions. While there are some
researches cared about the adoption of those standards, more
efforts should be made to increase the effectiveness of these
standards. For example, protocols across layers that works in
multiple layers to schedule priorities among diverse pests and
multiple applications. Also, development of effective scheduling
approaches that allows packets transportations to different
priorities is main issue of future applications.
6) Reliability: broadcasting or what it called geo-casting usually
needs safety and other application, thus new methods that does not
depend on transportation protocols is required. Another challenge
situation where geo-casting protocols is used. In this case,
Migration nodes do not maintain information about the situation.
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